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Dear Reader,
Firstly, it was a great pleasure to have met and seen many of you at Interpack 2011. The show once again presented ample opportunities
to network, explore innovations and to share a wide variety of products. On a more personal note, I would like to share some other
thoughts with you….
The highly publicized events earlier this year in Egypt and to a far lesser degree in Oman, easily may have drawn doubts during this
crisis on those considering the possibility of entrusting their business to offshore manufacturers with such a supply base. Herewith,
Ti is extremely proud to confirm that despite those unprecedented events, that both plants continued to ply their trade as dependable
& quality oriented BoPP units with much less interruption than expected. Also, even taking extreme issues into consideration, we still
have our European units as a supply base; such is the flexibility and reliability of the Ti Group we were able to transfer requirements
for key Middle Eastern and European customers to other facilities, thus providing almost uninterrupted supply of films.
As Ti’s mission statement is: “To provide the packaging industry with outstanding products and services through reliable and
consistent quality films”, this statement is continuously proven true through the demonstration of the three key words that reflects
what we stand for and what we aspire for in any sector of the industry: Outstanding services + Reliable + Consistent
In continuing consistency in service and in proving our ongoing support to you our customers, you may read more in depth on the
installation of a new 8.7 meter line in Egypt which is expected to be operational by the end of 2012. As a major part of this newsletter
will be dedicated to labels taking the cover title of “Do you label?” into account, I hope that you as our dear customer are labelling
us as per our mission statement.
Detlef Schuhmann
Ti CEO
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Ti L.L.C.

Headquarters
Dubai, U.A.E.

A new 8.7 m
BOPP line in Egypt

Ti S.A.O.G.

Last May, Taghleef Industries announced the installation of a new
BoPP line at Ti S.A.E. 6th of October City, Egypt.

Sohar
Sultanate of Oman

“Thin for downgauging”
Most packaging solutions are today made with fossil raw material,
Ti is committing new investments that will save resources by
making possible significant downgauging while preserving
original properties. For this, Ti will install a new line in Egypt
with very specific design features. The proprietary technology
emerging from this combined hardware and software will be
implemented on major brands through partnerships.

Ti S.A.E.
Cairo
Egypt

“Strategic location”
With its enviable location, Egypt bridges Africa, the Middle East
and Europe. Egypt is the hub for the world’s maritime traffic with
commercial ports on the Mediterranean and Red Seas. Located
at Taghleef Industries S.A.E. near Cairo, Egypt, the new line will
cover the growing demand of BoPP films in Africa and in Europe
at the same time.

Ti S.p.A.

San Giorgio di Nogaro (UD)
Italy

“Efficiency”
Our customers will continue to require the reliable supply of
standard films and to meet their growing needs. Ti is investing
in a state of the art high speed wide machine. Through this
strategic investment Ti will debottleneck its European operations
of specialty films in order to satisfy the fast growing demand
specifically of label, bio-degradable and high-barrier films. At the
same time Ti will provide its customer base with highly serviced
and cost efficient standard films.

Ti Kft

Tiszaújváros
Hungary

Ti GmbH

Holzhausen an der Haide
Germany

“Complementary”
We want to be able to always supply the BOPP market with utmost
efficiency. Ti has reviewed its operations and decided to invest in
a state of the art machine complementing its installed capacity in
terms of width, thickness, treatment and other key properties. As
a consequence, Ti offers unmatched capabilities to best serve its
current customers and conquer new identified businesses.

Ti L.L.C.

South Carolina
U.S.A.

The new BoPP line is scheduled to come on stream at the end of
2012.

Ti Pty Ltd
Wodonga
Australia
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Interpack 2011: An unparalleled Event
I

t was confirmed by all, Interpack
2011 resulted in being one of the
most successful events in its 53 year
history. For Taghleef Industries, in
Hall 9, it was also a remarkable event.
The Show
Ti was proud to exhibit its brand new NATIVIA™ compostable
BoPLA films, made from annual renewable sources. Thanks to
the extremely high amount of interest, we could appreciate
that the market trend towards more sustainable packaging is
moving fast and positively. Numerous are the companies eager
to get acquainted with new sustainable packaging solutions and
to find out how the NATIVIA™ film range could substitute their
current packaging.

Alberto Scala (Sales & Marketing Director Europe),
Gianna Carota (Area Sales Manager),
Felix Koch (Customer Sales Representative)
and Monica Battistella, (Customer Service Manager).

Partnerships
The fair was also the opportunity to display
a range of packaging solutions for a variety
of foodstuffs made in collaboration with
long-standing customers. Grissinbon used
our EXS 35µm to pack breadsticks “grissini
Fagolosi”; Delser Mattinelli biscuits were
printed and wrapped with our ZES 35µm by
Sarel Plast from SIT Group. An IML cup was
developed with Verstraete and Technimark
using our LIT 55µm. Taghleef/Ingeo pens
were made in partnership with Natureworks.

In this perspective, Ti also actively took part in the “Bioplastics
in Packaging” program organized by European Bioplastics (EuBP)
which brought under its umbrella more than 30 exhibitors
dedicated to the bioplastics industry in Hall 9. On the occasion
of the stage programme at the EuBP booth, Paolo Serafin, Sales
Manager NATIVIA™, gave several presentations about the NATIVIA™
range to a wide audience with a Q&A session at the end.

The Networking Dinner Parties
At nightfall Ti invited international customers & partners to
themed Networking Dinner Parties on board of the Hotel
Boat MS Serenade I, anchored at Rheinterrassen. It was a great
occasion for the Ti staff to meet and greet its customers in a
relaxing environment and make some valuable contacts.

Among the most innovative products of its BoPP portfolio, Ti
showcased primarily for the food and beverages sectors its
high gas barrier films and label films. High gas barrier films
are technologically advanced films able to extend the shelf-life
while maintaining the product performance (freshness, flavours,
aroma). This film range assures a lower use of raw materials
and therefore has also a reduced impact on the environment.
Ti complete range of label films types was exhibited for the InMould Label, Self Adhesive Labels and WAL reel-fed and cutstack applications (read more on pages 8 & 9).

The fair and the events organized around the show have
permitted Ti to cement even more its relationship with its
existing customers and congregate with new prospective ones.
Once more, the Ti group demonstrated itself to be a dedicated
supplier by providing high-quality products and services, and
also offering a platform for networking and exchanging views.

The Networking Dinner Parties
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Latest news on Nativia™
Interpack 2011 was the first large scale event for NATIVIA™,

In hall 11, Goglio-Cofibox, an innovative and creative packaging
manufacturer known for its attention to environmental issues,
prepared a revolutionary 100% bio-based duplex laminate
made of paper and NATIVIA™ laminate. The laminate,
printed with compostable
inks, is available with different
barrier performances, and
offers outstanding sealing
performance, product appeal
and processability, and can
be used in a number of
applications: flour, cereals,
biscuits, pouches, sugars, pet
food and many others.

our range of BoPLA packaging film, and the success it
brought has definitely gone beyond our best expectations.
Sustainability in packaging was among the main topics of
the 2011 exhibition, and most companies involved in this
buoyant industry, including Ti, were located in hall 9 of the
Duesseldorf Messe, which became for 7 days the “temple” of
bioplastics. Attracted by the NATIVIA™ brand and by the
desire to gather more information, hundreds of visitors came
to our booth asking for information about our range of biobased films. As Interpack takes place only once every 3 years,
the 2011 exhibition was a chance not to be missed.

Not far way, in hall 14,
Cavanna - the world leader in
HFFS machines from Italy was giving live demonstrations
of their flowpack Cavanna
Zero model, running a
paper + NATIVIA™ NZSS
laminate printed by the topclass converter Sacchital,
also from Italy. Thanks
to the moisture and gas
barrier of the metalized
NATIVIA™ combined with
Dr Amedeo Caccia Dominioni
(Service Manager) Cavanna and
the seal integrity guaranteed
Frank Ernst (Product Manager NATIVIA™)
by Cavanna state of the art
technology, this solution is
ideal for pizza, biscuits and snacks. Given the bio-based origin
and compostabilty, end users willing to adopt such a material
could enhance their brand image without compromise in
terms of packaging performance.

Paolo Serafin (Sales Manager Nativia)

To make the most out of it, the Ti team had prepared a number
of events, including a dedicated NATIVIA™ dinner party and
stage presentations at the nearby European Bioplastics booth.
Furthermore, thanks to the support of our customers and to
the cooperation with our most reliable partners, we were
able to display various examples of innovative packaging
solutions based on NATIVIA™ films.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Back at the Ti booth, our visitors could touch and view
several examples of NATIVIA™ commercial applications.
Eosta BV from Holland very kindly gave us the opportunity
to display their organic range of fruit and vegetables packed
with our NATIVIA™ NTSS, and in addition visitors to our
booth could taste the soft candies manufactured by FIDA
and twist-wrapped with NATIVIA™ NTSS printed by
Centroplast, who are
among the front runners
in the “green” flexible
packaging
converting
industry. Samples of the
Sant’Anna water from
Fonti Vinadio, bottled in
PLA and labeled with our
NATIVIA™ NTSS were
also much appreciated, as well as the NATIVIA™ shopping
bags, made by GPS using a paper-PLA high gloss laminate.
Thermoformed PLA trays with a PLA top (with and without
barrier) from Compac and AMB from Italy were also displayed,
confirming the versatility of NATIVIA™.
Not far away from Ti, Bio4pack from Holland was showing
samples of thermoformed PLA blisters, sealed with NATIVIA™
films. Other commercial applications of NATIVIA™ included
herb and flower sleeves from Be Natural a Belgian company
fully focused on green packaging and bread bags from TurconiItaly. The number of packaging solutions using NATIVIA™
films is becoming greater and greater, covering food as well
as non-food applications. We are actively working on several
interesting and ambitious projects with top brands, whose
names cannot be disclosed at the moment.
Stay tuned and visit www.nativia.com to learn more about
the latest NATIVIA™ applications, and don’t miss the
opportunity to meet our team at the Bioplastics conference in
Turin in September and at the December European Bioplastics
Conference in Berlin.
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Fresh fruit and vegetables have
a longer shelf life if they are packed
with NATIVIA™

Fresh produce has a two-day longer shelflife in PLA packaging
compared to fresh produce that are packed in traditional
synthetic materials. This was proven by research conducted
by the University of Wageningen (Food &Biobased Research
Dept) commissioned by Eosta (distributor of organic fruit and
vegetables), Taghleef Industries and Bio4Pack (manufacturer
of bioplastic packaging). Previous research by the same
university earlier this year indicated that packaging material
such as sugar cane fibres, PLA dishes and PLA films are better
for the environment.
‘By using PLA we provide retailers with a tool to help them
decrease losses on the shop floor and at the same time we help
them to contribute in a positive way to the environment,’ says
Paul Hendriks, who is responsible for packaging for Nature
& More within Eosta. ‘We have been using biodegradable
packaging from renewable raw material for years and are
delighted to see that scientific research supports what we have
always felt.’ Eosta was the first to introduce biodegradable
packaging to European consumers (in 2005). Today the
company is the main buyer of biodegradable packaging from
renewable raw material in the produce industry.
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NATIVIA™ Product Winner
What is GPCA? Naturally, that may be the first question which comes
to mind when reading this news headline! GPCA is an abbreviation
of Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association. The association
mission is to support the growth and sustainable development of the
petrochemical and chemical industries in the Gulf.
Rashid Saif Al Ghurair (Chairman of Taghleef Industries)
and Mohamed Al-Mady (Chairman of the Gulf
Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association - GPCA)

Mohamed Al-Mady, Chairman of GPCA and SABIC Vice Chairman and CEO, honoured winners of the first GPCA Plastics
Innovation Awards 2011 at a ceremony held at the Intercontinental Hotel in Festival City, Dubai.
Taghleef Industries LLC from Dubai won the award in the Plastic Conversion and Environment Category, for its BoPLA sustainable
packaging film. Dr Mohammed Naser S. Alghamdi and Krishna Prasad Rajan, both from Yanbu Industrial College, KSA, won the
award in the Talents in Plastics category along with $5,000 in prize money for their development of environment friendly,
completely bio-degradable bio composites materials based on date-palm fibre.
The Plastics summit had a very interesting program covering several angles of the industry such as: innovations in polymer
additives and its positive effect on plastics converters. Sustainable solutions for plastics recycling; basically highlights the
importance of plastic packaging, in our high demanding modern life. The GDP growth is driving the Polyurethane world demand.
Different packaging trends as a market driver focus on the sustainability trend as global driver…plus many other interesting topics.
AIMCAL 2011 Sustainability Product Excellence
Nestled among the desert cacti and fauna in the quaint town of Carefee,
Arizona, AIMCAL hosted their 5th Annual Management Meeting where
the agenda included presentations by experts in Business, Law, and
Economics and provided the perfect forum for networking and spreading
the Taghleef name.
The keynote speaker was Peter Schutz – a former CEO of Porsche AG
who, during his 5 year tenure, grew Porsche’s worldwide sales from DM
850 million to DM 3.7 billion and profits from DM 12 million to over DM
125 million. Peter attributed his success to the recruitment of people who
have a passion for the business as a means of achieving a competitive
edge - as invention and innovation are often “fleeting and fickle”. Schutz
stated at Porsche we had “ordinary people whose passion and enthusiasm
resulted in extraordinary performance that outdid the competition”.

Mohamed El Shami
(Technical Marketing
Manager) and Jonathan
Grooms (Technical
Service – US/Canada)

The highlight of the AIMCAL management meeting was the 2011 Product Awards Competition. Awards for technical and
marketing excellence in the food and non-food market segments were presented in three categories - product, technology
and sustainability. Taghleef received one of the awards for sustainability for its flower sleeve made of heat-sealable NATIVIA™
NZSS BoPLA film. The film was cited not only for its compostability, but product protection and eye-catching appearance. With
this success, Taghleef put its stamp on the AIMCAL event and solidified its place as one of the top innovative BOPP global
manufacturers for 2011.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Do you label?
Ti group definitely does!
The answer is reflected in a wide-ranging portfolio of label materials (films), developed to meet even the most specific needs
required by diverse regional markets, among which are Europe, North and South America, Middle East and Africa and Asia Pacific.
The Ti group label film range is comprehensive and provides mostly high performance 5 layer film options , which deliver enhanced
properties in the main labelling applications, such as
ª WAL - Wrap Around Labels
ª SAL - Self-adhesive Labels (Pressure Sensitive Labels)
ª IML – In Mould Labels
A recent label study from AWA confirmed that self-adhesive (pressure sensitive) and glue applied (among which Wrap
Around Labels) remain the dominating labeling applications, and together with IML, all enjoyed one digit growth rates in 2010.
Good news : the labeling industry is growing!

WAL - Wrap Around Labels
Reel Fed and Cut & Stack labels are mostly employed in the
beverage market, whose drivers are high productivity and low
cost. To this end Ti designed a selection of label films with
different aesthetics, suitable for all common gluing systems
and applicable at high labeling speeds.
In the Asian Pacific region, convertors and end-users favor
LWG 38 – a specialist high yield product, offering high gloss
yields. LGL, available in thicknesses from 33 to 47 µm, can be
either used as a monoweb or overlaminated with transparent
LTA, tailor made for overlamination.
White voided LRD, recommended whenever a higher
mechanical stress has to be overcome, and LGL are both
available also in a metallised version as LZR and LZL,
respectively. The range is completed with LXD, an ultra high
yield film. Various white voided grades are available for Cut &
Stack applications throughout the Ti group.

SAL (Self - Adhesive Labels)
For the most common, flexible and versatile labeling
technology, applicable to a variety of markets, Ti offers
solely non top coated 5-layer solutions. Close work by
our Technical and Research & Development team with the
key SAL convertors provided a solution for the end-user
by developing a white voided product with key attributes
including: increased stiffness, speed of application of the label
at the end user, higher efficiency, specific visual appearance
properties and better overall performance. While Europe
favors 60 µm and lower gauges (40 µm) of LSE film, a key-

and high opacity, and which is suitable for very high labeling
speed applications (eg Krones). On the other hand Europe,
MENA and Americas tend to balance between transparent
and white voided options. Transparent WAL films - LTS and
LTN - are highly appreciated in mineral waters segment for
their perfect clarity in a “see through” graphics in a monoweb
structure. Ti can offer also white voided grades, all valued for
their high gloss surface and opacity, but featuring different
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What’s new on
the Ti label planet?
High barrier IML
The experts in high barrier films and
label experts at Ti joined forces and
developed a high barrier solution for
IML. A major improvement in OTR
values could be achieved only by using
a high barrier IML label.

performer with these characteristics in the Asia Pacific region
are PGL -60 and 75 µm .
Ti films are supplied with enhanced surface energy (and low
dyne decay) or even with synthetic paper type surface –
PSP 65 µm - for increased print adhesion in chilled and wet
environments. Transparent LSA in Europe and ITG films in Asia
Pacific, feature high transparency and are specially tailored for
“no label look” applications such as beer labels. This film can
be used as face film for facestock constructions as well as
in lower thickness for overlamination. LSW, meanwhile, is a
high-gloss solid white grade preferred for its high super white
coverage and MML 50 µm, a metallised grade, recommended
for high visual impact labels. As an alternative to paper liners,
Ti offer an advanced transparent LTK film.

Thermoforming - IML
Ti concluded a set of trials that
confirmed a BOPP based label can be
successfully applied in a thermoforming
process. Ask for a sample reel and make
sure for yourself!
NATIVIA™ does label too!
NATIVIA™, fully compostable according
to EN23432 and certified bio-based by
Vincotte, can be now applied as WAL
and SAL labels. See focus on NATIVIA™
on page

IML (In - Mould Labels)
This is a real growth area with technology evolving over
the past 10 years. Over the last decade, filmic substrates for
IML have evolved into, primarily, bi-oriented polypropylene
(BOPP), due to its high heat resistance and ability to process
in terms of printing and moulding. BOPP structures for IML are
specifically designed and have heat activated surface layers
which are co-extruded during manufacture.
The Ti product range offers high gloss printable surfaces, high
yield, low curl and stiffness, along with added benefits including
superior graphics, ability to recycle, gloss or orange peel
finish and low post moulding distortion. The extensive
IML product portfolio includes different white
voided options for different container
sizes and after mould appearances. The
products are qualified for wide a range
of printing technologies (sheet and
reel fed).

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s

Learn more about our label films
through:
• Web site – select your region and
identify the corresponding Ti label
product range
• Download the Label Flyer and local
Technical Datasheets
• Request Product Portfolio /Synoptic
table
• Contact your local label expert
• And...

Come to meet us at
Labelexpo Europe
Brussels, in Hall 5
Stand 5A75.
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Shorko Australia Pty Ltd
becomes Taghleef Industries Pty Ltd
Shorko Australia Pty Ltd, the leading provider of flexible
packaging solutions to the ANZ market for 29 years, has
announced its name change to Taghleef Industries Pty Ltd.
Following its acquisition by Taghleef Industries in 2010,
the integration will see the name and logo change in line
with the wider group and bring with it the benefits of a
global organisation. Elie Jarrous, CEO says “Shorko Australia
has a great history within our market and has served us
well for the past 29 years. The culture, market knowledge,
experience and innovation which we have built up into our
Shorko brand will not disappear but will continue to be
developed as part of the Taghleef Industries Group”.
Elie Jarrous (CEO)

NATIVIA™ comes to Auspack Plus 2011
All of us at Ti Australia had a great time exhibiting the
NATIVIA™ Bio–Based film range at this year’s AUSPACK PLUS
2011. Acting as the product launch, it was an opportunity
for us to gage the level or response from some of our key
customers and also an opportunity for us to talk to new
contacts that have an interest in this area.
As a member of the Australasian Bio Plastics Association
we exhibited alongside other members in a separate area
of the exhibition hall. This allowed us to not only promote
NATIVIA™, but also to promote the association to the
industry.

Joining us on our stand was Frank Ernst – Ti Product
Manager & Technical Services, who travelled all the way
from Germany to bring added experience, knowledge
and support throughout the four days. His experience in
commercialising this product was extremely useful to not
just our current and potential customers, but also to the Ti
Australia team.
Frank says “It was my pleasure to spend time with the team
and I had great fun being at the AUSPACK PLUS exhibition.
It is always interesting to talk to new and existing customers
in a different environment and market.”

Pictured left to right:
Frank Ernst (Ti Product Manager & Technical Services)
Ann Smyth (Manager - Customer Technical Services) and
Mark Richardson (National Account Executive)
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Moving forward in Asia Pacific
In the last edition of Ti news, we introduced

our new office in China as we look to
expand and grow our offering into the Asia
Pacific region. We are happy to report that
our office is gradually establishing itself
and is providing a really professional base
from which to present our commitment to
the market.
Our strategy in this region has always
been about offering high performance and
differentiated products. The industry in this
region is benefiting from huge investment
in supply chain improvement, maximising
efficiency and equipment performance.
This has resulted in a focus on higher line
speeds, using less material and maintaining
integrity and shelf life. We believe we are
ideally positioned with our specialised
and high performance films to match
the direction in which our customers are
moving too.

still scoping the market and customers by
setting up regular meetings and mapping out
their demands. Recently, we have moved
into some local PR by being interviewed
by Packaging Manager. The interview
covered all aspects of our operation in
China and we were able to get across
some of our key messaging on our product
offering, technical support, research and
development and discussing innovations
such as NATIVIA™.
We have committed to the long term strategy
in developing our market and recognise
it takes time to establish a new player.
However, with the support of the Ti group
we are able to leverage worldwide solutions
along with a network of experienced people.
The innovative culture that exists within Ti,
also means we are well positioned to not
only respond to and meet market demands,
but also to lead it.

Part of promoting our brand will require us
to undergo a planned approach to market
our products and services which will allow
us to gradually grow. At this stage we are

Martin Scarlett				
Head of Sales and Marketing
South East Asia and China
Office Tel: +61 (0)3 9859 8638
Office Fax: +61 (0)3 9859 8336
Mobile: +61 (0)418 400106
Email: martin.scarlett@shorko.com
Zhong Hongguang
Sales Executive China
Tel. : +86 21 3133 2608
Fax : +86 21 3133 2686
Mob: +86 139 1641 5231
Email: hongguang.zhong@ti-films.com
Web: www.ti-films.com

The Arnott’s Foundation
As one of our key customers, Arnott’s held their Fundraising Gala Night 2011 to help
raise funds for their charity – Camp Quality. Ti Australia have been working closely
with Arnott’s for many years, so of course we were delighted to help.
The Arnott’s Foundation is a non-profit charitable organisation with the proceeds
from the evening going to Camp Quality, which aims to improve the life of children
with cancer and their families via unrelenting optimism. Last year, the Foundation
raised enough funds to hold 10 camps for families with children affected by cancer.
Pictured left to right:
Tony Kemm (Market Manager - Labels & Key Accounts),
Janet Waite (Finance and Administration Manager),
Mark Richardson (National Account Executive),
Johnson Dang (Procurement Associate - Arnott’s),
Elie Jarrous (CEO),
Mark Grice (Sales & Marketing Manager),
Tom Vicars (Group Procurement Manager - Arnott’s)
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Ti participated in the 3rd Arabplast Summit
Ti participated in the 3rd
Arabplast summit, organized
by the Center for Management
Technology, Singapore and held
in Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
Far left: Ibrahim Hammoda
on 10-11 January 2011.
Senior decision-makers and
professionals operating within the commercial and
technical aspects of the plastics world came together
at the 3rd Arabplast Summit to debate business trends
and discuss the latest commercial and technological
developments in the industry.
This conference is aimed at middle and top level
Managers from resin suppliers, traders, producers,
master batch, plastic compounders, plastic converters,
molders, end users (packaging, plastic pipes, profiles, film
& sheet), logistics suppliers, financial institutions, plastic
associations and regulatory bodies. Past participants
include middle - senior management, marketing & sales,
commercial, production, supply chain & logistics.
The Gulf Cooperation Council, or GCC, accounts for just
two per cent of the global plastics conversion market,
but annual growth is expected to reach between 9 to

11 per cent, making it one of the fastest growing regions
over the medium term.
The UAE and the Gulf region are going to become one of
the world’s largest sources of petrochemical and plastic
products as the oil-producing countries invest heavily in
downstream petrochemicals.
The plastics industry is one of the leading manufacturing
sectors in Dubai, according to the Dubai Export
Development Corporation 2009 report. The report
estimates that the value of annual plastic production in
Dubai is Dh1.3 billion.
“The GCC is heading towards reaching a stage where
there is self-sufficiency in the production of plastics for
the region’s domestic use.”
Some of the biggest converters in the Middle East and
North Africa will met at the summit to discuss how they
can continue to compete effectively on a global scale.
More specifically, the decision-makers of big plastic
converters are all geared up to share their views and
perspectives.
Ibrahim Hammoda Ti Regional Sales Manager (GCC &
ME) gave a presentation on the challenges in the BOPP
film industry.

Taghleef Technical School in Dubai
April 18th 2011 (TTS - Dubai)

We at Taghleef look up to our customers as our partners. That was
the seed which we planted back in 2006 and continue to grow and
care for today. In 2009, we launched the TTS (Taghleef Technical
School) program. The program has a uniquely ‘customized to
satisfy’ feature that accommodates the demands and needs of our
vast base of loyal End- users and Converters.

Celebrating two successful and great years of ‘TTS’ - Mohamed
El Shami, Technical Marketing Manager led the Arabian Flexible
Packaging (AFP) TTS on the 18th of April 2011, at Taghleef
Industries LLC in Dubai, UAE. The course was addressed to AFP
Sales, Technical, and R&D team. The customized course focused on an in depth insight into flexible film manufacturing
(BoPP, CPP & BoPLA), the converting process (Printing & Lamination), packaging/labeling applications (snacks,
confectionery, fresh produce, labeling& much more) and Global Market Review. We look to our customers as our partners
with a relationship based on transparency, which is usually crowned a ‘Win-Win’ partnership.
Arabian Flexible Packaging (AFP) is one of the leading converters in the region and located in the heart of Dubai, UAE.
AFP is a major supplier to the top multinational confectionery, snacks & beverage manufacturers in the ME region. Taghleef
has been a major film supplier to AFP throughout the last decade. The film product range varies between Solid White/White
Pearlised & Metallized films for various applications.
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HENKEL LIOFOL
Academy Roadshow, Capetown.
Another successful joint
marketing effort!
Ti & Henkel relationship is 4 to 5 years
old. We consider each other as industry/
networking partners whereby we share
latest trends and developments in flexible
packaging market, cooperate on technical
matters and do joint marketing. Our
Head of sales and marketing Export, MR
Muhammad Ali Mirza had the pleasure
to be a guest speaker along with NESTLE
South Africa in this event, which was held
in Vineyard Hotel on 1st of June 2011. The
venue was presenting breathtaking views

outside the banquet hall, located in the
lush leafy suburb of Newlands on the
banks of the Liesbeek River.
South Africa a country full of natural
beauty, natural resources and amazing
wildlife has been a very strategic export
market for Ti for over a decade. The
conference was mainly focused on food
safety standards with an emphasis on
the migration of adhesive in laminated
packaging. Ti Films had presented global
overview of flexible packaging, films

Henkel Academy Group

and raw materials and latest innovation
in terms of high barrier transparent and
metalized films.
The event was also an opportunity to
meet with the front line converters from
South African packaging industry and
global and national end users such as
Kraft, Unilever, Nestle, Woolworth, and
Beacon Sweets.

NAMPAK Eco Logical Thinking Golf & Bowls Day
T

aghleef Industries contributed golf
balls to this daylong event were very
much appreciated by Nampak and other
participants, affirming its long term
relationship with the largest flexible
packaging converter in Southern
Hemisphere.

latest Eco Logical campaign. Divisions
had the opportunity to showcase their
recycling efforts at their respective holes.
The event was hosted by various Nampak
Divisions and was attended by local (KZN)
customers, including SAB, Unilever, ABI,
Clover, Illovo, Rainbow, etc.

Nampak’s annual KZN Golf & Bowls Day
took place at Mt. Edgecombe County Club
on 11th May 2011. The theme was “Eco
Logical Thinking”, in line with Nampak’s

Nampak hosted 102 golfers and 48
bowlers, who enjoyed the perfect Durban
weather. The day ended with a prize giving
and a dinner at the Country Club.

New Export Sales Manager

Roxane Terdjimi
Tel: +971 8026323
Mob: +971 50 4294606
Fax: +971 4 8801122
Email:roxane.terdjimi@ti-films.com

Miss ROXANE TERDJIMI is a new addition to Ti’s Export Sales Team based in Dubai, a highly diversified
and growing sales region ranging from Asia to Africa and Latin America. Roxane has been taken on board
to support Ti’s efforts to maintain and expand business in the Caribbean, Central and South America.
Roxane is a French national, young and dynamic with the ability to write, read and speak Spanish,
English and French. She holds a Masters degree from Paris Assas University in International Trade and
Management and she has two years experience in Sales & Marketing in multinational companies in the
automotive and heating comfort sector.
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USA

Increasing awareness and business 			
							development in US
Vince Lombardi once said

“The difference between a successful person and others is not a lack of strength, not a lack of knowledge, but rather
a lack of will”.

Brittany Withers, Customer Service Representative

Coming from such a successful man in the football world, shrewd
words that should be heeded. Does that apply in business? Of course
it does and we should all be willing to learn, to become stronger and
to become more successful. So it goes with Ti’s approach to the North
American market.
Ti is a new player in the BOPP world globally and is even younger in the
US market where we are learning constantly about new opportunities,
new developments, and potential customers and friends. But it is still
our target to be successful in the USA by proving that we are indeed
a very feasible offshore supplier. Whether that is in the food sector,
the confectionery sector, the labels market or the commodity sector,
Ti is willing to demonstrate its continued commitment to the North
American market. From the Northern parts of Canada to the West and
South of the USA, we will certainly not be here today, gone tomorrow.
We are here for the long haul!
Also in this issue we take the opportunity to introduce a new member
of our Customer Service Team, Brittany Withers. Brittany has already
demonstrated an attentive approach to ensuring customers get the most
prompt action required. We welcome her onboard.

ICE Orlando, Florida

Jonathan Grooms
(Technical Service)
and Colin Jones (Market
Development Manager)
Tracey Ingram
and Linda Couto
from AIMCAL.

The first ever ICE show “States-side” was held at the Orange County
Convention Centre in Orlando Florida from April 6-8 2011 and Ti
took yet another opportunity to aim itself at being very much an
active player in the US BOPP films and converter world.
ICE has been an active exhibition in Europe for a number of years
and as the organizers decided to be innovative by bringing it to
the USA so did Ti also take the opportunity to further expand
its awareness as a major BOPP player in the North American
market. Whilst ICE is mainly known as a converting exhibition Ti’s
presence as a materials supplier was certainly positive judging by
the excellent amount of traffic that came by the booth which was
located as part of the AIMCAL pavilion.
As more and more people become aware of Ti’s presence in the
USA so does our customer portfolio expand. Establishing and
developing relationships with strategic players in the market,
especially in the converter world, is an integral part of any progress
and the ICE exhibition offered Ti that excellent opportunity.
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NEWS & EVENTS

AIB - Top score at
Taghleef Industries GmbH
Recognition of high achievement
superior: 950 points

For the 3rd time in a row we, at Taghleef Industries GmbH,
were able to receive the Superior rating for our warehouse,
offices and surrounding area. We were able to increase yet
again the score from 910 points in 2009, 935 points in 2010
and now to 950 points for 2011.
The audit by AIB International (unannounced to personnel;
announced to corporate) took place on January 25th, 2011 in
Holzhausen an der Haide. The outstanding team effort throughout the year made it possible to maintain and to improve
the standards and to work on the little details which were
highlighted during previous audits. All colleagues, from house
keeping towards the General Manager, have been involved to
accomplish the target and to further push the limits.
Actually, this year’s score needs to be seen in a different light.
AIB International changed
the rating in a way to better
judge the rating in comparison to other facilities of the
same background. In effect,
we are now measured against
all other warehouse facilities
which are audited by AIB.
The new target to achieve a
Superior rating was set at 935
points, reflecting the top 25%
of all warehouse facilities around the world.
Now, we are busy working to eliminate the few minor findings
and to further improve the score. However, new challenges
will come. The expansion of our warehouse facility along
with a considerable amount of construction work and modifications to the “old” building will certainly have an impact on
our work and all structures and processes need to be adapted. Further effort will be needed to maintain the facility at
these high standards. Bottom line is to assure the food safety
of our product and to avoid any contamination during the
construction work.
We are prepared to take on those challenges!

New Product Portfolio
and Synoptic Table

A

new handy pocket booklet has been recently introduced to present
our BoPP product range at a glance. The new Product Portfolio
indicates clearly the structure and technical characteristics of the films,
and is available in two versions: Food and Other Applications & Label
Applications. To complete the set, an abbreviated synoptic table has
also been created. At the moment those leaflets are available for the
European Market only. To obtain some printed copies, please do not
hesitate to contact the Sales Manager of your area.

New Ti Website

During Interpack Ti had the pleasure to
officially launch its new website www.tifilms.com. Redesigned with a fresh look
and layout, the presentation of its contents
has been improved.
Some of the novelties are : on the Home
page, a world map offers the possibility
to enter, navigate and consult the product
datasheets, events & news, careers
opportunities of each Region’s website
where Ti is implanted (MEA, Asia Pacific, US
and Europe). Indeed, customers from the
Southern hemisphere can directly access
Shorko’s information under Ti Asia Pacific.
A “Terms of Sales” and “Press area” have
also been added on the front Page. The
“Sustainability” menu has been expanded
and will regularly report on Ti’s projects
and progress, and hosts a direct link to
our NATIVIA™ film range menu. Our biannual newsletter Ti News is now readable
through a Flipping Book.

Forthcoming Events:
Bioplastics Conference 2011
Turin, Italy
21 September 2011

Biofach America 2011
Baltimore, USA
Sept. 22nd – 24th, 2011

Labelexpo Europe
Hall 5, Stand 5A75
Brussels, Belgium
Sept. 28th – Oct. 1st 2011
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Biofach America Latina
Sao Paolo, Brazil
October 5th – 7th, 2011

European Bioplastics
Conference
Berlin, Germany
November 22nd/23rd, 2011
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